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The attached article provides some important insights into how the nursing home industry protects their assets by creating complex corporate structures. Various large nursing home chains like HCR ManorCare and others have followed the recommendations outlined in this article written over a decade ago. They have split their holdings and property from their operating entity. If another company owns the assets, then the nursing home can attempt to shield their assets from the government and third parties who seek to recoup fraud payments or hold the facilities liable for patient neglect. The government seems reluctant to go after real estate investment trusts (REITs) and other purportedly separate entities who structure their companies to avoid being held liable for their torts and fraud. But if our Medicare system is to survive, the government needs to be able to recoup money passed up or through the corporate maze of restructuring. Some Courts have sought to hold owners individually liable, but more legal precedents need to be established to craft remedies that will hold the companies fully liable for their fraud and negligence.
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Text

ABSTRACT: Nursing homes face two potential risks: exclusion from the Medicare and Medicaid programs; and financial liability through Medicare and Medicaid overpayments, false claims, and negligence actions. Given the current budget crisis and the scrutiny of nursing homes, the magnitude of these risks is only expected to increase. The
authors address the increasing risks that nursing homes face and propose the creation of single-purpose ownership entities and single-purpose operating entities to minimize risk. In addition, they examine recent cases to show what factors the courts use to allow the United States and private plaintiffs to pierce the corporate veil. The authors conclude by showing how restructuring can reduce the unnecessary risks of exclusion and financial liability.

A corporation is an autonomous entity "separate and distinct from its shareholders, directors and officers, and generally, from other corporations with which it may be affiliated." . . . This autonomy shields parties related to a corporation from the liabilities of that corporation. . . . Indeed, one of the primary purposes of the corporate form is to insulate shareholders from financial liability for a corporation's debts. . . . Equity, however, has created a device called "piercing the corporate veil," which prevents purveyors of fraud and injustice from hiding behind the corporate form of organization. . . . Using this device in appropriate circumstances, courts will disregard the separate identities of corporations controlled by a common parent. 1

In that concise statement, the Seventh Circuit outlined the essential purpose of the corporate form of doing business, and the circumstances in which the protections of that form will be denied to its owners. The creation of the legal concept of a corporation is viewed by many as one of the essential factors that fueled the Industrial Age and permitted the accumulation of resources to advance undertakings beyond the capacity of the wealth of individuals. Whether it was a corporation formed for the exploration and development of the New World or a corporation formed for the mass production of automobiles, the corporate form allowed the accumulation of wealth from a large number of investors without exposing their personal fortunes to loss if the venture failed. The corporation was invented for the express purpose of limiting the liability of investors to the amount of their investment. Thus, the use of the corporate structure to create insulation from liability is hardly a perversion of the corporate form; rather, it is an application of its primary purpose.
Recently, the principles underlying the corporate form of doing business have expanded to apply to other forms of legal entities, such as limited liability companies and limited liability partnerships. Today, business enterprises can select among various legal forms to pool resources and limit the liability of investors.

In the context of nursing home ownership and operation, legal entities such as corporations, limited liability companies, and limited liability partnerships can be formed to benefit nursing home companies by limiting the financial liability and Medicare and Medicaid exclusion exposure of the real-estate investors and business owners. For example, the business entities that result from restructuring can help a nursing home operator avoid unnecessary exclusion of all Medicare and Medicaid providers currently owned by the same entity, in the event that any one of them is excluded from the Medicare or Medicaid programs. The business entities can also prevent litigants from obtaining judgments against related companies, and the owners personally, in proceedings alleging Medicare or Medicaid overpayments, false claims, or negligence.

In addition to providing a shield to protect against exposure to risk, the creation of multiple asset-holding entities can affirmatively benefit a nursing home company. For example, commercial lenders and private investors often are more willing to lend to owners of real estate that are not engaged in the actual operation of nursing homes. Further, acquisition and divestiture of individual nursing homes often can be more easily accomplished if the assets are held in a single-purpose entity (SPE). The focus of this Article, however, will be limited to the avoidance of risk by use of multiple SPEs.

Due to the risks associated with exclusion from the Medicare and Medicaid programs and being named a defendant or respondent in a lawsuit or administrative proceeding, nursing home companies should seek to carefully protect the assets of their owners. One way to accomplish this is to divide the business into real-estate investment and nursing home operations. This can be achieved by forming SPEs to own the nursing home real estate, and separate SPEs to operate the
nursing home business. Numerous SPEs may be less attractive as defendants than a single company with multiple operating interests and multiple real estate holdings. Moreover, upon the unfortunate occasion of receiving a notice of intent to exclude, a nursing home that is operated by a SPE is more easily divested. Further, it is divested without the impendent substantial losses often associated with having to divest a number of homes that happen to be owned by the same entity that owns the home to be excluded.

Ultimately, any decision to restructure must be made based on an assessment of the nursing home company's business goals. That assessment involves a balancing of acceptable risk with acceptable costs. Fortunately, restructuring need not be an "all or nothing" exercise. Restructuring can be undertaken at a variety of different levels, depending on the individual company's balancing of risk and cost.

For example, a company could decide to restructure down to the individual facility level by forming real property SPEs to own each piece of real estate that is used as a nursing home, and by forming a corresponding number of operating SPEs to lease and operate the nursing homes. Alternatively, a company could decide to subdivide its operations into subsidiaries that own and operate only a certain number of facilities each, based upon the level of risk the company is willing to accept. In addition, a company could elect to place all of its real estate in a real property SPE, but operate each facility through an operating SPE. In effect, any restructuring should be customized to the particularized needs of each company.

Finally, in order to preserve the integrity of the restructuring, nursing home companies must continue to eschew unnecessary and avoidable risk. The sanctity and independence of the business entity must be preserved because litigants and the government may attempt to disregard the legal structure of a SPE to collect judgments and overpayments against owners and related companies. Whatever form they take, nursing home business entities must adhere to statutory formalities, preserve the distinction between the business entity and
those individuals or entities with ownership or control interests, be adequately capitalized, and avoid even the appearance of siphoning revenues to individuals or entities with common ownership or control.

I. Two Risks Facing Nursing Homes: Exclusion and Financial Liability

There are two types of exposure that nursing homes seek to avoid: exposure to exclusion from the Medicare and Medicaid programs and exposure to financial liability. The first type of exposure, exclusion exposure, is premised upon federal law that authorizes the Secretary of the United States Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), acting through the Office of Inspector General (OIG), to exclude a provider from federal healthcare program participation upon the occurrence of certain events. Under this authority, the DHHS Secretary may exclude a provider and its related entities when the provider has violated certain laws.

The second type of exposure, financial exposure, is that liability which makes the assets of owners vulnerable to claims made upon the business entity. It arises most frequently in the context of tort liability; that is, liability that generally stems from negligence-based actions against nursing homes. Financial exposure, however, can also occur in the regulatory context. This refers to liability that stems from Medicare and Medicaid overpayments, fraud, or false claims.

A. Exposure to Exclusion from the Medicare and Medicaid Programs

The Social Security Act vests in the Secretary of DHHS both mandatory and permissive exclusion authority.

Under the mandatory exclusion provisions, the DHHS Secretary must exclude certain individuals and entities from participation in federal healthcare programs for at least five years if, among other things, the individual or entity is convicted of "a criminal offense related to the
delivery of an item or service” under the federal Medicare program or under any State healthcare program. 3

Under the permissive exclusion provisions, the DHHS Secretary may exclude additional individuals or entities from participation in federal healthcare programs. 4 In addition to excluding the individuals or entities that engaged in the prohibited conduct, the DHHS Secretary may exclude entities owned 5 or controlled 6 by a sanctioned individual or entity, even if those entities have been convicted of nothing. 7 As such, the DHHS Secretary may exclude an entity from federal healthcare-program participation if a five-percent owner of the stock or assets or an officer, director, partner, agent, or managing employee is sanctioned. 8 Moreover, the exclusion cannot be circumvented by having the excluded individual or entity transfer or sell the interest in the entity to an immediate family member or sibling. 9 To avoid application of these provisions, the ownership or control interest must be transferred to an unrelated entity or person.

Thus, if all of the company's nursing homes are owned and operated by a single company and that company is excluded from the Medicare and Medicaid programs based on the conduct of just one of the nursing homes, the company’s nursing home real estate and operations are at unnecessary risk of exclusion. All of the nursing homes could be excluded from the Medicare and Medicaid programs. Furthermore, to avoid permissive exclusion attaching to the real estate owned by the company, the real estate would have to be transferred out of the company. This type of a divestiture can result in substantial loss of value in the asset, especially because many such divestitures must be accomplished on very short notice and under very adverse conditions.

**B. Exposure to Financial Liability**

Exposure to financial liability has specific meaning in the context of structuring nursing home organizations. Certainly every business entity has some form of financial liability exposure based upon contractual obligations, potential negligence actions, employment-
related litigation, tax law matters, and other risks that occur in the ordinary course of conducting a business. The financial exposure that a nursing home operator is most concerned with, however, is the liability exposure particular to operators of nursing homes.

1. Medicare and Medicaid Overpayment Liability

A Medicare fiscal intermediary may suspend payments to or recoup payments from the individual or business entity that enters into an agreement with the Medicare program to provide services to Medicare beneficiaries. This can occur if, for example, it finds fraud, misrepresentation, incorrect payments, payments for unnecessary services, or overpayments related to that Medicare provider. The fiscal intermediary has no authority, however, to suspend payments to or recoup payments from entities other than the provider for allegations raised against that provider. Thus, the fiscal intermediary may not recoup overpayments from another entity merely because it is affiliated with the provider by common ownership or control.

Under many states' laws, the state Medicaid agency similarly may suspend payments to or recoup payments from a provider if it finds fraud or overpayments related to that provider. Generally, the Medicaid agency's authority is limited to recouping overpayments from the provider only, and the agency cannot recoup from or offset against other entities merely because they are affiliated with the provider by common ownership or control.

Federal and state governments' efforts to aggressively recover overpayments from providers are expected to increase in the future. Recent reports indicate approximately $8 billion is owed to the federal government in Medicare overpayments at a time when Medicare spending is on the rise and budgets are being cut. Both the General Accounting Office and the OIG have noted the Medicare program's lack of progress in collecting debts, such as provider overpayments. States also are facing shortfalls in Medicaid budgets, and the fiscal outlook for states does not appear to be improving. They project worsening
budget conditions, and many are looking at new methods of controlling Medicaid deficits, such as increasing fraud and abuse control and increasing third-party liability collections. Given these pressures, it is expected that federal and state governments will aggressively pursue overpayment liability, which has the potential to cause cash-flow problems of enormous magnitude for any nursing home that might be targeted, as well as any successor or assignee of such a provider.

2. False Claims Liability

The federal False Claims Act and its whistleblower provisions create liability for Medicare and Medicaid providers who knowingly submit false or fraudulent claims for payment to federal healthcare programs. The False Claims Act also has been used as a mechanism for prosecuting nursing home providers that receive Medicare and Medicaid payments, but that allegedly provide substandard quality of care. The government can threaten a company with monetary penalties of enormous magnitude because the False Claims Act authorizes penalties of between $5,500 and $11,000 per false claim, as well as treble damages. One nursing home company recently paid approximately $176 million to settle criminal and civil false-claims allegations related to its billing practices. Another nursing home company recently paid $104.5 million to settle civil false-claims allegations for, among other things, failing to provide care, inadequate staffing, improper care of decubitus ulcers, and failure to meet residents' dietary needs.

In addition, many states have false-claims statutes that create additional liability for Medicaid providers who knowingly submit false or fraudulent claims for payment to the state Medicaid program. Moreover, several states have false-claims statutes that contain whistleblower provisions.

Nursing homes' exposure to false-claims allegations is not expected to wane in the near future. Recent reports indicate that dollars spent by the federal government for anti-fraud enforcement activities are well-
invested. Recent reports also suggest that similar returns could result from investigating and prosecuting Medicaid fraud and enhancing state whistleblower provisions. As a result, it is expected that federal and state governments will aggressively pursue Medicare and Medicaid false-claims actions, and nursing homes will remain ever-popular targets.

3. Malpractice/Negligence Liability

Plaintiffs may bring lawsuits against nursing home companies seeking damages under a variety of tort theories. More than a few judgments against nursing homes have been based on specious allegations. Nonetheless, the reality is that nursing homes are unsympathetic defendants. Nursing homes care for those with little or no potential for improved health outcomes and those with unavoidable negative outcomes, and they rely primarily on public funds from the Medicare and Medicaid programs for payment. Nursing homes, however, are often viewed as nothing more than vehicles for mistreating and profiting from the elderly and fragile.

As a result of their image, nursing homes are relatively easy targets for plaintiff's attorneys, who can reap extremely high jury verdicts that include punitive-damage awards. For example, one jury recently awarded approximately $2.8 million in actual damages and $310 million in punitive damages to the family of a nursing home resident who suffered malnourishment and bed sores while residing at the nursing home.

Recent reports estimate the number and amount of nursing home liability claims to be on the rise. Claims against nursing homes have tripled from 4.6 claims per 1,000 beds in 1991 to 14.5 claims per 1,000 beds in 2002. Moreover, the average size of a claim has tripled from $63,500 in 1991 to just under $200,000 in 2002.

The financial reality of these claims is a "multi-billion dollar a year cost to the nursing home industry." The insurance industry has responded to the increase in the number and amount of claims by raising
premiums and restricting the availability of general and professional liability insurance. Recent reports indicate that nursing home liability-insurance premiums have sharply increased in recent years—some nursing home operators experienced increases of 143% from 2001 to 2002. Furthermore, in those states in which the losses were highest, such as Florida and Texas, nursing home liability insurance often is not available.

As a result of the increase in insurance premiums and the unavailability of coverage, many nursing homes significantly decreased their coverage and many are without any coverage at all. This phenomenon places the nursing home's assets at greater risk: In the event of a malpractice or negligence judgment against the nursing home, judgment creditors will pursue all available assets of the nursing home company to satisfy the judgment.

If all of the company's nursing homes are owned and operated by one company and if there is a substantial recoupment action against one of the nursing homes, a False Claims Act treble-damages award against another, and a punitive-damages verdict against a third, the assets and operations of all of the nursing homes are potentially in jeopardy. The nursing home company would bear the responsibility for the liabilities incurred as a result of the conduct of the three facilities, as well as the ongoing operations of all of the facilities. Assuming the liabilities all related to the poorest-performing nursing homes in the portfolio it is likely that, unless the company has substantial reserves, operating revenues derived from the other nursing homes would become necessary to satisfy the creditors.

Furthermore, the creditors would look not only to the operating revenues to satisfy the judgments, but would also aggressively pursue all available assets, including real estate, owned by the company. Instead of isolating the risk at the facility level and with the operating entity, the company has exposed its real estate and operating assets to the financial liability associated with only a subpart of its nursing home operations. Finally, in the event the judgments preclude the company from satisfying its
monthly mortgage payments, the real estate may be unnecessarily at risk of liens or foreclosure, and the company at risk of a foreclosure on a pledge of its stock or membership interests.

II. Structuring to Reduce Risk: Separating the Real-Estate Investment from the Nursing Home Operations

These risks--exclusion and financial liability in the form of Medicare or Medicaid overpayments, false-claims settlement or treble-damages awards, and punitive-damages verdicts--arise as a result of the operation of the nursing home business. Individually or in the aggregate, they can lead to a crisis for any nursing home company. Restructuring can help reduce the overall risk.

Dividing the nursing home business into real-estate investment and nursing home operations will reduce the nursing home company's exposure to risks associated with owning and operating one or more nursing homes. The degree to which this reduction of risk can be maximized will be a function of how elaborate a corporate structure the particular company is willing to create. The ultimate structure would consist of forming a real property SPE to hold each piece of real estate, as well as a separate operating SPE for each nursing home business. Thus, a nursing home company currently owning and operating ten nursing homes would form twenty entities: ten real property entities that would own and lease the real estate to the ten nursing home operating companies that would obtain the licenses and Medicare and Medicaid certifications.

While a company can modify its particular mix of real property and operating entities to suit its individual needs, the analysis of the structures is identical in all situations. This discussion, therefore, will focus on a structure that employs a maximum division of real estate and operating interests, although lesser groupings will be subject to the same general principles. In all instances, there is an emphasis on separating the ownership of the real estate from the ownership of the operating entity that holds the license and Medicare and Medicaid provider
agreements. This is normally achieved by having the operating entity lease the facility from the real-property entity. This can be accomplished even where there is identical ownership and control between and among the real-property entity and the operating entity.

III. Legal Entities with Limited Liability

The structure discussed earlier is successful due to the protections accorded investors who form legal entities to pool resources and carry out their business endeavors.

Most individuals who own nursing-home operating companies that participate in the Medicare and Medicaid programs form legal entities, such as corporations, limited liabilities companies, or limited liability partnerships, to protect the individual owners from personal liability for the overpayment, malpractice, and false-claims liabilities attributable to the acts or omissions of the operating company/provider. Although certain jurisdictions, such as New York, have restrictions on for-profit corporate ownership of healthcare providers, this is the prevailing method of nursing home ownership in the United States. 34

A. The Corporation

As a general rule, under the law in every state, a corporation is a legal entity separate from its shareholders. Thus, individuals who own the stock of a corporation are not personally liable for acts or omissions of the corporation, and parent corporations that own the stock of a subsidiary are not liable for acts of the subsidiary. 35 The policy served by creating a separate corporate identity to insulate shareholders and parent corporations from liability is the promotion of commerce and industrial growth. 36

B. The Limited Liability Company

Recently, the limited liability company has become an increasingly popular vehicle for business owners. 37 Limited liability company statutes generally are flexible and allow the business owners, or
members, substantial freedom to operate their business pursuant to the limited liability company operating agreement. 38 The company is managed either by the members directly or by a board of managers, thereby allowing the separation of ownership and control in a manner similar to a corporation. 39 Furthermore, the limited liability company form of doing business offers its members tax benefits akin to a partnership, and offers its members and managers limited liability akin to a corporation. 40

As with the corporate form of doing business, limited liability company formation statutes provide that the members and managers of a limited liability company are not personally liable for the liabilities of the company. 41 Under Delaware’s Limited Liability Company Act, for example, except as otherwise set forth in the statute,

the debts, obligations and liabilities of a limited liability company, whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise, shall be solely the debts, obligations and liabilities of the limited liability company, and no member or manager of a limited liability company shall be obligated personally for any such debt, obligation or liability of the limited liability company solely by reason of being a member or acting as a manager of the limited liability company. 42

The limited liability principles applicable to corporations and limited liability companies exist whether the owners, members, or shareholders are individuals or other legal entities, such as corporations or limited liability companies.

IV. Holding Owners Liable

Notwithstanding these legal protections, in matters involving lawsuits against companies with few assets, injured parties may attempt to "pierce the veil" and hold the principals, owners, or related companies personally liable for the obligations, acts, or omissions of the company.

A. Piercing the Corporate Veil
Generally, the corporate veil may be pierced and liability may attach if a shareholder or parent corporation so controls the operation of the corporation or subsidiary corporation as to make it a mere adjunct, instrumentality, or alter ego of the shareholder or parent corporation--and fraud or injustice would result if the corporate form were upheld. 43

Despite this general rule, however, corporate veil-piercing is subject to different standards, depending on whether federal law or state law is applied.

**B. Liability of Limited Liability Company Members and Managers**

In the limited liability company context, notwithstanding the protections accorded members and managers under formation statutes, courts may hold members and managers responsible for company liabilities on other grounds. A member or manager may be personally liable to the limited liability company for the member's or manager's failure to comply with statutory requirements or pursuant to the company operating agreement. 44 For example, under Delaware's Limited Liability Company Act, a limited liability company "shall not make a distribution to a member to the extent that at the time of the distribution, . . . all liabilities of the limited liability company . . . exceed the fair value of the assets of the limited liability company." 45 A member who receives a distribution knowing that it was made in violation of the statute is liable to the limited liability company for the amount of the distribution. 46

In addition, courts may hold members and managers personally liable by applying the "piercing the corporate veil" doctrine to the limited liability company form of doing business. Some states' limited liability company acts specifically authorize the application of the corporate veil-piercing doctrine in the limited liability company context. 47 Even in those states with limited liability company statutes that do not specially authorize the application of the corporate veil-piercing doctrine, some courts are willing to pierce the veil of the limited liability company. 48
Despite the willingness of many courts to pierce, there are arguments against applying corporate veil-piercing principles to limited liability companies. 49 One rationale is that the limited liability company statutes expressly define circumstances in which the member or manager will be held liable. For example, limited liability company statutes impose liability on members and managers for withdrawing funds and making distributions from struggling companies, particularly where the distributions would exceed the fair value of the assets of the company. 50 It is unnecessary, therefore, to pierce the veil of the limited liability company based on undercapitalization, a factor commonly applied in corporate veil-piercing cases. 51 The same result can be reached against members of limited liability companies by applying the statute. 52

A second rationale for not applying corporate veil-piercing standards to limited liability companies is that "many of the organizational formalities applicable to corporations do not apply to [limited liability companies]." 53 Thus, while failure to follow formalities is a frequent factor in corporate veil-piercing cases, 54 it is inappropriate to pierce the veil of a limited liability company on this basis. Furthermore, some limited liability company statutes specifically preclude liability of members and managers for failure to adhere to management formalities. 55

At least one state legislature appears outwardly to have recognized that veil-piercing in the context of corporations and veil-piercing in the context of limited liabilities companies may not completely overlap. Four years after it was enacted, Illinois' Limited Liability Company Act was amended to remove language from the original act that held a member of a limited liability company "personally liable . . . to the extent that a shareholder of an Illinois business corporation is liable in analogous circumstances under Illinois law." 56 As amended, the act now provides that "the debts, obligations, and liabilities of a limited liability company, whether arising in contract, tort, or otherwise, are solely the debts, obligations, and liabilities of the company." 57 Moreover, members are now liable if "(1) a provision to that effect is contained in the articles of organization; and (2) a member so liable has consented in writing to the adoption of the provision or to be bound by the provision." 58
Limited liability companies are relatively new structures and, as a result, jurisprudence in this area is unsettled. If statutory requirements are satisfied, therefore, defendant members or managers of limited liability companies may benefit by arguing that the statute controls on the particular issue and common law piercing principles are inapplicable to the analysis.

V. The Standards and Factors Applied in Veil-Piercing Cases

The arguments asserted in support of veil-piercing are identical, whether made against corporate shareholders, parent corporations, or members or managers of limited liability companies. As such, this Article draws no further distinction between limited liability companies and corporations.

A. The Federal Standard in Medicare Overpayment and False Claims Veil-Piercing Cases

More and more frequently, the United States attempts to pierce the corporate veil and recover from owners and related companies for Medicare overpayments and violations of the False Claims Act. When addressing Medicare veil-piercing cases, federal courts generally apply a federal common law standard fashioned by the Third Circuit in United States v. Pisani. The court concluded that "a uniform federal rule" was needed because application of state law could "frustrate specific objectives of the Medicare program." The specific objectives identified by the court were "prompt reimbursements to providers," paying providers no more than their "reasonable costs," and "uniformity in the Medicare program." The court found that application of state common law, which required proof of fraud, would frustrate the goals of the Medicare program. This conclusion was reached because a provider could circumvent the objectives of the Medicare act by implementing ploys to obtain overpayments, avoid repaying them, and keep few or no records for the Medicare program to audit, making it difficult for the Medicare program to prove fraud.
The *Pisani* court identified the following factors to consider when determining whether to hold an owner or related company liable for Medicare overpayments to or false claims of a provider company:

First is whether the corporation is grossly undercapitalized for its purposes. Other factors are "failure to observe corporate formalities, non-payment of dividends, the insolvency of the debtor corporation at the time, siphoning of funds of the corporation by the dominant stockholder, non-functioning of other officers or directors, absence of corporate records, and the fact that the corporation is merely a facade for the operations of the dominant stockholder or stockholders." . . . Also, the situation "must present an element of injustice or fundamental unfairness," but a number of these factors can be sufficient to show such unfairness. 67

Applying these factors, the court concluded that Pisani, the sole shareholder, president, and registered agent of Eaton Park **Nursing Home**, was personally liable for Medicare overpayments made to the **nursing home**. 68 The court found that Pisani "followed no corporate formalities, operated the corporation with his personal funds, loaned large sums to the corporation and then repaid the loans to himself with corporate funds while the corporation was failing, and kept the corporation undercapitalized by loaning it money instead of investing equity in it." 69

Although most federal courts apply the laundry list of factors identified by the *Pisani* court in determining whether to pierce the corporate veil, some federal courts apply the following three-factor test: "The veil may be pierced only if the parent and subsidiary lacked independence, the principals conducted their affairs with a requisite degree of 'fraudulent intent,' and failure to pierce the veil would work substantial injustice." 70 This test seems to require proof of fraud, which the *Pisani* court found would frustrate the goals of the Medicare program by allowing a defendant to encourage overpayments and circumvent the repayment procedures. The cases, however, reveal that courts will infer fraud or intentional wrongful conduct from the facts of the case. 71
Notwithstanding federal courts' routine application of federal common law in Medicare veil-piercing cases, "when there is little need for a nationally uniform body of law, state law may be incorporated as the federal rule of decision." As will be addressed, some states have more-stringent requirements for piercing the corporate veil--such as a showing of fraud--that benefit defendants. Thus, in every case the choice of law should be considered carefully, even if the plaintiff is the United States and the allegations relate to Medicare overpayments or false claims. This is particularly true when the defendant is not a corporation, but a limited liability company, because limited liability company members can argue that veil-piercing is inapplicable and the liability of members should be determined based on the state law under which the limited liability company is formed.

**B. State Standards**

State Medicaid agencies often attempt to pierce the corporate veil and recover from owners and related entities for Medicaid overpayments. In addition, private plaintiffs frequently attempt to pierce the corporate veil and recover in tort from owners and related companies.

In veil-piercing cases, depending on state choice of law rules or agreements between the parties as to choice of law, a court may apply the law of the state in which the facility is located or the law of the state in which the defendant company is formed. Once again, choice of law should be carefully considered, due to the differences in states' application of veil-piercing standards.

No common standard exists among the various jurisdictions, and the factors that courts apply differ from state to state and case to case. Nonetheless, factors commonly applied by state courts include the following: failure to observe corporate formalities; inadequate capitalization; commingling of assets; siphoning of funds; nonpayment of dividends; unjust loss or injury; and improper conduct, fraud, or illegality. These factors often boil down to two categories: (1) unity of interest or no separate personality, and (2) fraud or injustice.
Courts vary in the number of factors considered and the weight assigned to those factors in determining whether or not to pierce the corporate veil. The courts' discretion is reflected in the large, murky body of case law. For example, some jurisdictions require a finding of fraud before piercing the corporate veil. Other courts will infer the indicia of fraud from the facts of the case. Finally, some courts do not require fraud or indicia of fraud, but simply a showing of injustice.

C. Discussion of Veil-Piercing Cases

The following cases demonstrate under what circumstances the United States and private plaintiffs will attempt to pierce the corporate veil to recover Medicare overpayments, false claims, and malpractice judgments.

1. Owners Personally Liable for Medicare Overpayments

In *United States v. Bridle Path Enterprises, Inc.*, a Massachusetts federal district court held the owners of a home health agency personally liable for the Medicare overpayment debt of the provider, Bridal Path. For cost year 1993, the Medicare fiscal intermediary determined that Bridal Path had received an overpayment of $231,568. Bridal Path never requested an administrative hearing to challenge that determination. Bridal Path made payments toward the overpayment until July 1997, when it sold all of its assets to Prism Home Care, Inc. (Prism), and notified the Medicare program that it was terminating its Medicare participation. At the time of the sale and voluntary termination, $64,807.84 was outstanding on the overpayment liability.

The United States sought to hold Bridle Path's owners personally liable for the Medicare overpayment, on the grounds that Bridle Path was defunct and had little or no assets to satisfy the debt. Noting there was "no single 'litmus' test" for determining whether to pierce the veil, the court looked at three factors: (1) the corporate identity; (2) the injustice that would result from not piercing the veil; and (3) the fraudulent intent of the defendants.
Due to the number of checks Bridle Path wrote in 1996 and 1997 to its owners, their home health agency, and their real-estate holding company, the court found that the owners did not treat Bridle Path as a separate corporate entity. 90

During 1997, [the owners] made numerous sizeable payments to themselves from [Bridle Path]'s operations and payroll accounts, either directly or through one of their other companies. There is no evident rational business purpose to these payments, especially since [Bridle Path] was operating at a severe net loss at the time. In July 1997, when [Bridle Path] received an infusion of cash from its asset sale to Prism, the defendants used $ 68,573.36 of this income to pay for renovations to their personal residences. The defendants also funneled a generous portion of the proceeds into their own pockets in the months immediately following the sale. In contrast, the defendants did not apply any of the $ 750,000 Prism paid for [Bridle Path]'s assets to the Medicare debt. Such wrongful diversion of corporate assets at a time when the corporation was failing, and in fact dissolving, justifies piercing the corporate veil. n91

Unfortunately, there is little discussion of why Bridle Path made payments to the owners. Bridle Path paid $ 40,000 to one owner, $ 56,000 to a home health agency owned by the owners, $ 6,800 to a real-estate holding company owned by the owners, $ 17,600 to an individual from whom the owners acquired a physical therapy company, and $ 68,000 to a contractor who testified that the payment was for work at the owners' private residence. 92 Bridal Path also increased payments to the owners out of Bridle Path's payroll accounts. 93 The owners did "not dispute or explain any of these payments." 94 Thus, the inference is that all the payments, even those arguably to legitimate service providers or landlords, were not made in the ordinary course of business.

The owners made two arguments to support their claim that they did not intend to defraud the government. First, they argued that the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) instructed them not to pay creditors prior to paying tax liabilities. Second, they claimed that they anticipated an
additional $750,000 payment from Prism if, as stated in the purchase agreement, Prism achieved certain net revenues within the first year of operation. The court disagreed. According to the court, "[a] strong inference of intentional fraud arises from these facts" and the owners offered "no facts to defeat the inference--only their flat assertion."  

In addition to piercing the corporate veil, the court held the owners personally liable under the federal priority statute, which prohibits a person indebted to the government from making a voluntary assignment of property to themselves or another entity instead of paying the government debt. The owners made several payments to themselves out of Bridle Path's corporate accounts after they stopped making payment toward the Medicare overpayment. The court found "no reason not to conclude that the defendants are personally liable for the [Bridle Path] Medicare debt."  

2. Owner and Related Companies Liable for False Claims Act Judgment

In *United States v. Lorenzo*, a Pennsylvania district court pierced the corporate veil to reach a shareholder and related companies in a Medicare false-claims action. There, the government pursued a false-claims action against a dentist and his related companies for Medicare claims filed for oral cancer examinations of nursing home residents. After concluding that the claims submitted by U.S. Mobile, a company owned and controlled by the dentist, constituted false claims, the court addressed the liability of the dentist and his related companies.  

The court held the dentist and his related companies jointly and severally liable for U.S. Mobile's false claims. The dentist placed the Medicare revenues into the accounts of U.S. Mobile and his own professional bank account. U.S. Mobile transferred undocumented funds to related companies, including suspicious rental transactions with related companies where the rental amount nearly doubled from the previous lease and documentation failed to show any other related party
paying similar rents. In addition, U.S. Mobile entered into contracts for services and equipment with the dentist and other related companies. Further, the dentist transferred the services of another dentist to his private practice, but continued to pay the dentist from U.S. Mobile funds. The court found:

There can be no question that corporate formalities were not observed; that significant inter-entity transactions were not documented; and that the corporations and partnerships were treated as a single unit and the alter ego of [the dentist].

Finally, it is clear that U.S. Mobile was undercapitalized and that revenues were siphoned off from other ventures.

Consequently, the court pierced the veil and held the dentist and related companies liable for U.S. Mobile's false claims.

3. Parent Corporation Dismissed from a False-Claims Action Against Subsidiary

In United States ex rel. Kneepkins v. Gambro Healthcare, Inc., the Massachusetts district court dismissed a parent corporation from the government's false-claims action because the government's allegation that the parent was the sole owner of the subsidiary corporation was insufficient to pierce the corporate veil. There, the government brought a false-claims action against, among others, Dialysis Holdings, a successor in interest to a Medicare lab, and its sole owner, Gambro Healthcare, for allegedly performing unnecessary and wasteful blood tests at a medical testing lab. Dialysis Holdings, Gambro's wholly-owned subsidiary, was the only link between Gambro Healthcare and the alleged wrongdoers.

The court applied a three-factor standard to determine whether to pierce the veil: (1) the corporate identity; (2) the injustice that would result from not piercing the veil; and (3) the fraudulent intent of the defendants. It concluded that the government's pleadings were insufficient as to Gambro because "the only fact alleged is Gambro's sole
ownership of Dialysis Holdings" and "that alone is plainly not enough." 114

The government raised three arguments in opposition to Gambro's motion to dismiss. First, the government argued that the court should disregard the corporate form, "in the interests of 'public convenience, fairness and equity'" and, furthermore, "that the corporate form garners less respect in matters involving the enforcement of federal statutes." 115 The court rejected the argument, finding that the government did not allege that Gambro filed a false claim itself and did not allege that Gambro had stripped Dialysis Holdings of its assets. 116

Second, the government argued that "Gambro, a privately-held corporation whose affairs are not open to scrutiny, must be kept in the case because the information concerning its relationship with Dialysis Holdings and Vivra is within its control, unavailable to the government for pleading purposes, and may only be unearthed through discovery." 117 The court rejected the argument, because the government had not alleged facts supporting that belief. 118

Finally, the government argued that the pleadings were sufficient to put Gambro on notice of the claims. 119 The court rejected the argument, concluding that the government "may not require a defendant to guess at what the contours of the claims against it may be when they take shape at some uncertain future time." 120

4. Owners and Related Companies Not Liable for Medicaid Overpayment Judgment

In State v. Woodvale Management Services, Inc., a Minnesota appellate court refused to find shareholders, officers, directors, and related companies liable for Medicaid overpayments made to an intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded (ICF/MR). 121 There, two individuals were the sole officers, directors, and shareholders of a corporation that operated an ICF/MR. 122 The individuals formed a management corporation and transferred all of the ICF/MR corporation's stock to the management corporation. 123 The individuals
also owned a sole proprietorship that leased property to the ICF/MR corporation. Eventually, the state closed the ICF/MR, which was in poor financial condition at the time. The State of Minnesota subsequently attempted to pierce the corporate veil and recover the Medicaid payments owed by the ICF/MR from the individuals and the parent management company.

Absent a showing of improper conduct, the court refused to find the individuals and related corporation liable for the debt of the ICF/MR. It found the corporate entities "were, in fact, operated as separate corporations, observing all of the requisite and statutory corporate formalities." It noted that "corporate dividends were not paid but reinvested in the corporation and . . . there was no evidence that [the parent] siphoned funds from [the ICF/MR]." The court also found that it was "undisputed" that the ICF/MR was adequately capitalized. Although the ICF/MR was insolvent at the time the judgment became due, it was solvent during the period that gave rise to the judgment. The court noted that "it is the State that directly caused the insolvency of [the ICF/MR] by closing the facility." Furthermore, the court found no indicia of fraud. Rather, it found that the management company provided management services to the ICF/MR, which in turn provided services to residents. Although the state argued that the $3,000 initial capitalization of the ICF/MR corporation was inadequate, the court found that at the time it was capitalized, "there was no indication that the amount would prove insufficient." 

5. Jury to Hear Question of Whether Nursing Home Corporation was Adequately Capitalized

In Autrey v. Texas Services, Inc., plaintiffs filed a malpractice action against a nursing home operator and its general and limited partners, as well as the operator's management company and its general and limited partners. The defendant general and limited partners moved for summary judgment on the grounds that plaintiffs failed to
produce any evidence to justify piercing the corporate veil. 136 Applying Pennsylvania law, under which "there is a strong presumption against piercing the corporate veil," the Texas district court concluded that plaintiffs raised a genuine issue of fact as to the liability of the general and limited partners. 137

With respect to the management company, the court found that the general partner of the management company, which was responsible for 100% of the operations of forty-nine nursing homes in Texas, as well as others in other states, had $42,000 in assets and virtually no liquid assets. 138 It noted that the "financial condition raises disturbing questions," especially where "undercapitalization" is a basis for piercing the corporate veil. 139 In addition to undercapitalization, the court looked to the corporate structure of the general partner. 140 It found that "at the time of incorporation, [the company] had no employees, office space, or expenses; consequently, the company paid no rent and spent no money on advertising." 141 Furthermore, the court found it "suspicious" that the general partner "had nonfunctioning corporate officers." 142 The court concluded that if plaintiffs could prove at trial that defendants "asserted control over the management and ownership of the Texas nursing homes owned by [the general partner], it would add credence to their claim that [the general partner] represents nothing more than a corporate sham benefitting Defendants, all of whom serve as the sole shareholders of [the general partner]." 143

With regard to the operating company, the court found that six months after its formation, it had more than $54,000 in liabilities with no accompanying net assets. 144 "Based on the nature and risk of the nursing home business, the Court notes that engaging in the ownership of forty-nine nursing homes while also maintaining no net assets appears to amount to nothing less than a disputable issue regarding undercapitalization." 145

These factual issues were sufficient to survive defendants' motion for summary judgment. The court held that "given the dispute surrounding
whether [the entities] were adequately capitalized, the Court finds it reasonable to allow a jury to decide the issue." 146

6. Veil-Piercing Inappropriate on Summary Judgment in Medicaid Overpayment Liability Action

In *Community Care Centers, Inc. v. Hamilton*, a **nursing home** corporation appealed an Indiana trial court decision in favor of the state Medicaid agency, rendering the **nursing home** shareholders personally liable for over $6 million in Medicaid overpayments. 147 The trial court had granted the Medicaid agency's motion for summary judgment on the grounds that the shareholders "through the manipulation of the corporate form, were the wrongful recipients of [over $6 million] in taxpayer-derived Medicaid funds," which was "enhanced by the absence of corporate budgetary records, payment by the corporation of individual obligations and vice versa, commingling assets and affairs, together with the transfer of assets by salaries which were on their face fundamentally, unreasonably disparate to any value received." 148

Applying Indiana law, under which courts are "reluctant to disregard corporate identity and do so only to protect third parties from fraud or injustice," 149 the court examined the evidence as it related to the following eight factors: (1) undercapitalization; (2) absence of corporate records; (3) fraudulent representation by shareholders; (4) use of the corporation to promote fraud, injustice, or illegal activities; (5) payment by the corporation of individual obligations; (6) commingling of assets and affairs; (7) failure to observe required corporate formalities; and (8) other shareholder acts or conduct ignoring the corporate form. 150 The appellate court reversed the trial court's grant of summary judgment:

While it may be that [the company's] corporate veil should be pierced, it should not have been pierced on summary judgment. Piercing the corporate veil should only be accomplished on summary judgment in extraordinary circumstances such as when it is patently obvious that the sole purpose for a corporation's existence is to perpetrate a fraud or injustice. 151
VI. Conclusion

A. Restructuring to Reduce Unnecessary Risk of Exclusion

Forming operating SPEs, such as limited liability companies, to operate each nursing home will avoid unnecessary exclusion of all other nursing homes under common ownership or control in the event of exclusion of any one of the nursing homes.

The benefit of having the company's nursing homes owned and operated by SPEs is further demonstrated by the following example. In this example, Company X is neither the licensed operator nor the certified provider of any of the nursing homes. Instead, Company X forms three single-purpose operating company subsidiaries--Company A, Company B, and Company C, each wholly owned by Company X--to be the licensed operators and certified providers of the nursing homes. Company A operates the Friendly Nursing Home, Company B operates the Caring Nursing Home, and Company C operates the Loving Nursing Home. Company A enters into a plea agreement with the United States to settle civil and criminal claims arising under the False Claims Act for allegedly providing substandard quality of care to the residents of the Friendly Nursing Home, and for billing and receiving payment from the Medicare and Medicaid programs for that substandard care. The DHHS Secretary excludes Company A from the Medicare and Medicaid programs.

Under this scenario, the DHHS Secretary does not exclude the Caring Nursing Home and the Loving Nursing Home for the conduct attributable to the Friendly Nursing Home, because the former are neither owned nor controlled by Company A. In addition, under this scenario, entities participating in the Medicare and Medicaid programs that provided items or services to all three nursing homes would be precluded from billing for items or services related to business conducted only with the Friendly Nursing Home. They could continue to seek reimbursement from any federal program for any business done with the Caring Nursing Home and the Loving Nursing Home.
In this example, *Company A’s* nursing home operations will have the maximum protection against exclusion if each nursing home is operated by an operating SPE. If a nursing home must be excluded, it will mandate neither the exclusion nor the divestiture to avoid exclusion of any other nursing home provider.

Moreover, *Company A’s* real estate holdings will have the maximum protection in the event of exclusion if the operating interests are held separate and apart from the real estate. Placing the real-estate interests in a real-property SPE and the operating interests in an operating SPE will avoid from the outset the possibility of restructuring on short notice to avoid a permissive exclusion attaching to the real estate.

Forming operating SPEs with ownership identical to other operating SPEs does not present unreasonable exposure to the owners or related companies. The DHHS Secretary may exclude any individual who has a direct or indirect ownership or control interest in, or is an officer or managing employee of, a sanctioned entity. 152 There is, however, no requirement or authority for the DHHS Secretary to exclude an individual who had a direct or indirect ownership or control interest in, or who was an officer or managing employee of a sanctioned entity. 153 The owners, shareholders, members, directors, or officers of the soon-to-be excluded operating entity could divest their interest in the company without having to divest their interests in any other nursing home operations, because the DHHS Secretary must give notice of intent to exclude. 154 This approach is commonly employed in divestiture situations with the knowledge and consent of the OIG.

**B. Restructuring to Reduce Exposure to Financial Liability**

Forming operating SPEs for each nursing home can prevent third-party and government litigants from obtaining and enforcing judgments against related operating companies, the real estate, and investors in the event that the operating company is sued to recoup Medicare or Medicaid overpayments, for False Claims Act violations, or for nursing-home malpractice.
Furthermore, holding the real estate in a separate real-property entity that leases the nursing home to the operating entity protects the assets by making the real estate unavailable for collection by judgment creditors of the operating entity. This, in turn, can serve to make the real estate more attractive to potential lenders because the most problematic risks of nursing home operations do not reach the real estate. Indeed, many current investors and lenders are requiring that the real property owner not engage in the operation of the facility. The model for such an approach is the Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT), which prohibits owners from engaging in the operations of the real estate they own. There are other legitimate corollary benefits and uses for a separate real-property SPE. For example, the real estate could be placed in a trust for estate-planning purposes while the current operators directly own the operating entity. In addition, the real-property entity could attract investors who are leery of operating risks, thereby altering the ownership composition between the real-property entity and the operating entity.

Forming operating SPEs with ownership identical to other operating SPEs, or ownership identical to the real property entities, does not present unreasonable exposure to the owners or related companies. Although there is no single litmus test for determining when courts will pierce the corporate veil, the following factors alone are insufficient: wholly owned, sole shareholder, or sole member companies; 155 insolvency; 156 and failure to pay corporate dividends. 157 Due to the variation among courts in applying veil-piercing analyses, defendants should carefully evaluate choice-of-law provisions when faced with a veil-piercing claim. Some jurisdictions require a showing of fraud, or indicia of fraud, an element favorable to defendants. Finally, defendant limited liability companies should assert that the corporate veil-piercing doctrine is inapplicable to the company, which instead should be held to the statutory standards in the state where it was formed.

APPENDIX: Practice Guide

I. Avoiding Veil-Piercing
Mere ownership of a nursing home operating company is insufficient to hold the shareholders, members, or parent company liable for the acts and omissions of the company, even if the related companies have identical directors and officers. That said, there are steps that nursing home companies should take to minimize the risk of veil-piercing exposure.

**A. Adhere to Formalities.** The following are formalities that courts have found significant:

- Adopt bylaws;
- Conduct meetings of the shareholders/directors/officers/members;
- Maintain meeting minutes that reflect business decisions made by the officers; and
- Maintain separate banking and accounting records that account for the cash and assets of the company separate and distinct from the cash and assets of shareholders, directors, officers, members, and affiliates.

**B. Preserve the distinction among the operating entity and its shareholders, directors, officers, members, and affiliates.** Conduct business in the company name, not in the name of an affiliate, shareholder, director, officer, or member of the company. Relevant measures include the following:

- Hold out to the public only the operating entity, not its shareholders/members or affiliates, as operating the nursing home;
- Have the operating entity, not related/affiliate companies, rent the property;
- Enter into product and service agreements on behalf of the operating entity;
- Market the services of the nursing home, not those of its affiliates;
Use admissions agreements that identify the nursing home operating entity only, not its "chain" affiliates; and

Employ and pay nursing home personnel at the company level, not at the chain level.

C. Adequately Capitalize the Operating Entity. There is little guidance concerning what constitutes adequate capitalization of a nursing home. In one case, $ 3,000 was deemed to be sufficient capitalization of an ICF/MR at the time of incorporation. In another case, $ 500 was viewed as "thin capitalization," but the court did not decide whether that amount of capitalization was too thin. In the recent Autrey case discussed in the Article, the court questioned the adequacy of a nursing home management company’s capitalization where the management was responsible for the operations of forty-nine nursing homes, had $ 42,000 in assets, and virtually no liquid assets. 158 The following are indicia of capitalization that courts will consider.

1. Initial Capitalization

Capitalize to meet state minimum statutory requirements.

Capitalize to meet industry standards. Some states require Medicaid providers upon enrollment to show financial statements and demonstrate minimum working capital capacity.

The lack of some amount of operating capital will be found to be inadequate capitalization.

2. Solvency

Maintain capital necessary to pay immediate and foreseeable obligations.

3. Insurance

Maintain adequate insurance according to state-law and industry standards.
o Maintain capital necessary to pay out insurance deductibles as foreseeable obligations of the company.

**D. Avoid even the appearance of siphoning revenues to related entities or shareholders/members.** Indicia of siphoning include the following:

o Repayment of loans from shareholders at a time when other creditors are not being paid;

o Payment of rent to related companies for greater than fair market value; and

o Payment of management fees to related companies for greater than fair market value.

**II. Deciding Whether to Restructure**

Ultimately, the decision to restructure is made based on an assessment of the organization's business goals, which involves a balancing of acceptable risk with acceptable costs. If the business goal is minimizing liability and exclusion exposure, the costs associated with creating SPEs to hold the real estate and operate the nursing home may outweigh the risks of losing several nursing homes to exclusion or malpractice judgments. On the other hand, if the business goal is administrative simplicity, the balance likely would not tip in favor of creating a real-property SPE and an operating SPE for each nursing home. There is a point at which the goals of administrative simplicity and minimizing liability and exclusion exposure converge, coupled with the costs associated with restructuring, no longer outweigh the risk of losing several nursing homes.

The costs of restructuring can be high. For each entity, there are costs associated with:

o Deciding upon the legal structure to form and in which state to form it;

o Forming the legal structure;
Preparing the articles of incorporation or limited liability company operating agreements;

Qualifying the entities to do business in the state in which the nursing home is located;

Annual company and business registration fees;

Maintaining corporate formalities;

Maintaining adequate capitalization;

Locally managing day-to-day operations and financials; and

Locally establishing facility policy.

Moreover, restructuring has financing, tax, and employment implications that go beyond the scope of this Article.

Nevertheless, the benefits of restructuring can be great. Establishing real property SPEs and operating SPEs benefits the organization by:

Making real estate unavailable for collection by judgment creditors;

Shielding from exclusion affiliate nursing homes operated by separate entities with the same ownership and control;

Shielding from judgment creditors the operating cash and assets of affiliate nursing homes;

Precluding the poor-performing nursing home from depleting the cash and assets of more successful operations, and driving into bankruptcy the business operation of all of the commonly-owned nursing homes; and

Increasing opportunities for commercial and government financing.